Therapeutic contact lenses: a patent review.
Ophthalmic drugs are almost exclusively delivered via eye drops in spite of several deficiencies, including low bioavailability and poor compliance. Contact lenses have the potential to increase bioavailability by an order of magnitude, while also improving compliance. In this review, the authors summarize advances in therapeutic contact lenses. The major focus of the review is on patents on drug-eluting contact lenses, but non-drug-eluting contacts that offer a therapeutic benefit are also included. The content is divided based on the broad technology of the patent, including novel materials, molecular imprinting, diffusion barriers, colloid encapsulation, surface modification, layering, and other novel approaches. In addition to patents, research publications are also included to facilitate the understanding of the mechanisms and challenges. Among all non-invasive alternatives, contact lenses offer the highest bioavailability to the cornea due to the location of the lens in the immediate vicinity of the cornea. Several approaches have been patented to improve contact lens design for an extended release duration of drugs. Many technologies have successfully integrated suitable drug release profiles into contact lenses, but drug-eluting contacts are not yet commercialized likely due to regulatory challenges, including the high costs of clinical trials.